Many recent studies have experimented the software fault prediction models to predict the number of software faults using statistical and traditional machine learning techniques. However, it is observed that the performance of traditional software fault prediction models vary from dataset to dataset. In addition, the performance of the traditional models degrade for inter release prediction. To address these issues, we have proposed linear homogeneous ensemble methods based on two variations of extreme learning machine, Differentiable Extreme Learning Machine Ensemble (DELME) and Non-differentiable Extreme Learning Machine Ensemble (NELME), to predict the number of software faults. We have used seventeen PROMISE datasets and five eclipse datasets to validate these software fault prediction models. We have performed two types of predictions, within project defect prediction and inter release prediction, to validate our proposed fault prediction model. The experimental result shows consistently better performance across all datasets.
INTRODUCTION
Software fault is an error in a software system that causes a software system to behave abnormally or to provide an unexpected result. Earlier prediction of software faults help the software quality assurance team to allocate the limited number of resources, before releasing of a software (Ostrand et al., 2005; Menzies et al., 2007) . Most of the researchers have successfully experimented the software fault prediction models to predict faulty or non-faulty modules in a software project using different types of classification techniques (He et al., 2012; Bowes et al., 2017; Li et al., 2016) . In this paper, we have used regression techniques to predict the number of software faults in the release of a software.
Most of the earlier works have successfully deployed statistical and traditional machine learning techniques to build the software fault prediction models. These classification learning techniques incorporate logistic regression (James et al., 2013) , artificial neural network (Schmidhuber, 2015) , support vector machine (Ben-Hur et al., 2001) , decision tree (Quinlan, 1987) , etc. Other regression techniques including Poisson regression (Lambert, 1992) , decision tree regression (Quinlan et al., 1992) , negative binomial regression (Greene, 2003) , etc., have also been applied successfully to predict the number of software faults and fault densities in a software project. Some researchers have also used different types of ensemble techniques such as bagging, boosting and stacking approach to predict the number of software faults (Rathore and Kumar, 2017b; Rathore and Kumar, 2017c) and classify the faulty or non-faulty modules (Li et al., 2016) in a software project.
Recently, most of the researchers have successfully deployed extreme learning machine for both classification and regression purpose in a wide application area (Huang et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2015; Rong et al., 2008) . Following are some key features that motivated to use extreme learning machine for our experiment : (1) it is a faster technique in terms of computation time, (2) it produces better accuracy due to minimum norm output weight optimization method, (3) it has good generalization capability and (4) it can find the position of global minima with more accuracy (Huang et al., 2006b ). Due to this reasons, we will present the extreme learning machine (ELM) based ensemble in this paper.
Following are the contributions of this paper:
1. Extreme learning machine has not been explored till now to predict the number of software faults.
2. We have proposed linear homogeneous ensemble models for two variations of ELM, Differentiable Extreme Learning Machine Ensemble (DELME) and Non-differentiable Extreme Learning Machine Ensemble (NELME), to predict the number of software faults.
3. We have deployed proposed ensemble models for both within project defect prediction and inter release prediction. The experimental results shows that the proposed ensemble models have consistent accuracy for both prediction scenario across all datasets.
It is intended to answer following research questions from this work: RQ 1. Is ELM based ensemble model prediction more accurate than single predictor? RQ 2. How does differentiable activation function based ensemble model perform as compared to the nondifferentiable activation function based ensemble model for prediction of number of faults ? RQ 3. Can we use differentiable and nondifferentiable function as activation function in ELM to build ensemble model for prediction of number of faults?
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related works of the software fault prediction. Section 3 explains about proposed linear homogeneous ensemble model to predict software faults. Section 4 describes the experimental setup for proposed model. Section 5 presents the detail experimental analysis and results of the proposed model along with its comparative analysis. Section 6 presents threats to validity followed by conclusion in section 7.
RELATED WORKS
Many researchers have deployed statistical and traditional machine learning techniques to predict the number of software faults in last two decades. We have explained some related works on software fault prediction in terms to predict the number of software faults and the use of ensemble models for software fault prediction.
Rathore et al. (Rathore and Kumar, 2017b) proposed two types of linear and non-linear heterogeneous ensemble models to predict the number of software faults. Fifteen PROMISE datasets had been used to perform the experiments. The experiment conducted for two scenarios of prediction, inter release and intra release prediction. From the experimental results, it is observed that the presented ensemble models perform better than single predictor based software fault prediction models.
Li et al. (Li et al., 2016) proposed a three way decision based ensemble classifier to classify the software modules being faulty or non-faulty and also rank the software faulty modules. The ensemble model was compared with traditional two way decision based classifier over NASA datasets. The experimental results found that the proposed ensemble model provides higher prediction accuracy and lower decision cost as compared to two way decision classifier. In addition, the proposed ensemble model performs better as compared to the traditional classifier for ranking of software faulty modules. Laradji et al. (Laradji et al., 2015) developed an ensemble classifier to classify the software modules into faulty or non-faulty modules using some selected features. The work suggested that greedy forward feature selection method outperformed on testing datasets. The experimental results found that the proposed ensemble model achieved higher AUC performance measure as compared to other conventional models.
Rathore et al. (Rathore and Kumar, 2017c) proposed a heterogeneous ensemble model based on linear and non-linear combinational rule for prediction of number of software faults. Eleven PROMISE datasets and seven eclipse datasets had been used to perform the experiments. The experimental results found that the ensemble model had better prediction accuracy than single predictor across all datasets.
Graves et al. (Graves et al., 2000) proposed a software fault prediction model using generalized linear regression for prediction of software faults. The experiment has been performed using different types of change metrics collected from large switching system project dataset. The experimental results suggested that the proposed model produced poor prediction accuracy due to size of the module and other complexity metrics. The model performed well when the combination of different metrics are used.
Ostrand et al. (Ostrand et al., 2005) developed a software fault prediction model using negative binomial regression for prediction of software faults. Datasets from two large industrial projects had been used to perform the software fault prediction model. From the experimental results, it is found that the accuracy of negative binomial regression model was consistent across all industrial datasets.
Huang et al. (Huang et al., 2006b ) developed an efficient learning technique called extreme learning machine for both classification and regression purposes. The experimental results found that the learning speed of extreme learning machine is relatively faster and it had better generalization performance than gradient based learning algorithm. In addition, this learning technique can used both differentiable and nondifferentiable function as activation function. Howe-ver, these classification models have not been explored prediction of number of software faults.
Generally, gradient based learning algorithm like back propagation neural network takes more computational time to find the training error. If we will use gradient based learning algorithm as base learner in the ensemble, then the computation time will be again more. Thus, we have used extreme learning machine as base learner in the proposed ensemble model. In this work, we have proposed linear homogeneous ensemble model to generate Differentiable Extreme Learning Machine Ensemble (DELME) and Non-differentiable Extreme Learning Machine Ensemble (NELME) using extreme learning machine to predict the number of software faults.
LINEAR HOMOGENEOUS ENSEMBLE MODEL FOR SOFTWARE FAULT PREDICTION
In this work, we have used extreme learning machine (Huang et al., 2006b ) and homogeneous ensemble techniques called bagging method (Quinlan et al., 1996) to build two types of linear homogeneous ensemble models for prediction of number of software faults. The details about extreme learning machine and proposed ensemble model are explained in the following subsection.
Extreme Learning Machine
ELM is a Single-hidden Layer Feed forward Neural network (SLFN). Huang et al. (Huang et al., 2006b) proposed the basic algorithm of an extreme learning machine. Given an arbitrary training sample (x i ,t i ), where, i = 1, · · · , N and the output function of an ELM with n hidden layer is defined by Eq. (1)
Where,
Where, G is the hidden layer matrix with activation function g(x), β is the output weight matrix of an ELM network and is defined by Eq. (2).
Where, G † is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of matrix G and T = [t 1 t 2 . . . t N ] T . Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method (Golub and Reinsch, 1970) has been used to calculate the MoorePenrose generalized inverse for our experiment. Huang et al. (Huang et al., 2006b) suggested that both differentiable and non-differentiable (threshold function) functions can be used as activation functions in the hidden layer of ELM. A differentiable function is a continuous function whose derivative exists at each point in its domain, otherwise, it is called nondifferentiable function. Further, Huang et al. (Huang et al., 2006a) proved that ELM can be directly trained over threshold networks and it improves the generalization performance better than other learning algorithms. ELM of non-differentiable function takes very less time to train the network than back propagation and other learning algorithms. For our experiment, we have used symmetric saturating linear transfer function as threshold function and sigmoid transfer function as differentiable function in the hidden layer of ELM. Sigmoid and symmetric saturating linear transfer functions are defined by Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) respectively.
Proposed Ensemble Model
An overview of proposed ensemble model based on bagging method for software fault prediction is shown in Fig. 1 . We have designed two ensemble models namely Differentiable Extreme Learning Machine Ensemble (DELME) and Non-differentiable Extreme Learning Machine Ensemble (NELME) to predict the number of software faults. Both differentiable activation function based extreme learning machine and non-differentiable activation function based extreme learning machine have been used as base learner in DELME and NELME ensemble models respectively. The final prediction result of the ensemble model is combined by mean rule. 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we will present experimental setups required to validate the proposed software fault prediction model.
Preprocessing of Software Fault Datasets
We have used seventeen PROMISE (Menzies et al., 2015) and five eclipse (D'Ambros et al., 2010) software fault datasets for our experiment. Datasets contain Object-Oriented (OO) metrics, wmc, dit, noc, cbo, rfc, lcom, ca, ce, npm, lcom3, loc, dam, moa, mfa, cam, ic, cbm, amc, max cc and avg cc as independent variables and number of faults as dependent variable. Most of the datasets contain imbalanced value for number of software faults. Software fault prediction models produce very poor prediction accuracy due to imbalanced nature of fault datasets. So, we have used two stage data preprocessing method to preprocess all datasets, before training of the software fault prediction models. First, we have balanced all datasets through SMOTER algorithm (Torgo et al., 2013) . Then, we have normalized all datasets between a range [0, 1] through min − max normalization method (Patro and Sahu, 2015) . The details of software faults datasets are explained in Table 1 . 
Performance Measures
For our experiment, we have used four performance measures to validate the proposed ensemble model for software fault prediction. These four performance measures such as average absolute error (Willmott and Matsuura, 2005) , average relative error (Willmott and Matsuura, 2005) , measure of completeness value (Briand and Wüst, 2002 ) and prediction at level l value (MacDonell, 1997) and are defined as follows.
Where, k is the total number of samples, Y i is the actual number of defects and Y i is the predicted number of defects. Sometimes, the ARE value provides infinity value, when the number of bugs are zero in the module. Thus, we have added 1 in the denominator of Eq. (6) to avoid the infinity values of ARE performance measure (Gao and Khoshgoftaar, 2007) .
MoC value =
Predicted number o f f aults Actual number o f f aults
MoC value measures completeness of the software fault prediction model. Nearly 100% completeness value of the software fault prediction model provides best model.
Where, k is the number of software modules whose value must be less or equal to l and n is the total number of software modules. Pred(l) value calculates the portion of number of software modules that are under the threshold value of average relative errors. MacDonell et al. (MacDonell, 1997) suggested that the threshold value should be less than or equal to 30%. So, we have set the threshold value to 0.3 for our experiment.
Tools and Techniques Used
We have used R studio to implement the proposed ensemble model and other comparative models such as extreme learning machine (Huang et al., 2006b) and back propagation neural network (Kanmani et al., 2007) . For comparative analysis, we have implemented Differentiable activation function based ELM (D ELM), Non-differentiable activation function based ELM (N ELM) and Back propagation neural network (BPNN) along with Differentiable ELM based ensemble (DELME) and Non-differentiable ELM based ensemble (NELME). For balancing the imbalanced datasets, we have used Weka tool to implement the SMOTOR algorithm. We have chosen five hidden nodes and sigmoid transfer function as activation function in the hidden layer for back propagation neural network. We have conducted two tailed Friedman's test (Higgins, 2003) to know the significance of the proposed model and other comparative models.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present experimental results and analysis of the proposed model and comparative models for both within project defect prediction and inter release prediction. We have used 10 fold cross validation method to perform the experiments. Each dataset is divided into 10 equal parts. One part is used for validation, another one part is used for test, and rest part of the dataset is used for training dataset.
Within Project Defect Prediction
In within project defect prediction analysis, we have used PROMISE and eclipse datasets to validate the proposed ensemble model. Table 2 describes the performance analysis of five software fault prediction models for PROMISE datasets. Table 3 describes the performance analysis of five software fault prediction models for eclipse datasets. Measure of completeness analysis of five software fault prediction models for within project defect prediction on PROMISE and eclipse datasets are shown in Fig. 2 and 3 respectively. From the performance analysis of within project defect prediction, we concluded that in most of the cases, both differentiable ELM based ensemble (DELME) and non-differentiable ELM based ensemble (NELME) performs best. From Table 2 and 3 , it is observed that differentiable ensemble (DELME) performs best prediction accuracy in majority cases for PROMISE datasets and non-differentiable ensemble (NELME) performs best prediction accuracy in majority of cases for eclipse datasets. From Fig. 2 and 3 , it is observed that the completeness of the proposed ensemble models as well as single predictor models perform well for within project defect prediction analysis.
Inter Release Prediction
In inter release prediction analysis, we have used PROMISE datasets to validate the proposed ensemble model. Table 4 describes the performance analysis of five software fault prediction models. Measure of completeness analysis of five software fault prediction models for inter release prediction on PRO-MISE datasets are shown in Fig. 4 . From the per- formance analysis of inter release prediction, we concluded that both differentiable ELM based ensemble (DELME) and non-differentiable ELM based ensemble (NELME) performs best for almost all the datasets. From Table 4 and Fig. 4 , it is observed that DELME performs best prediction accuracy as compared to NELME in majority of cases. The completeness of the proposed ensemble model is also improved as compared to single predictor for inter release prediction.
Performance of Statistical Test
We have performed two tailed Friedman's statistical test to know whether software fault prediction models under study are performing significantly different or not. Table 5 describes the Friedman's test analysis of within project defect prediction for both PROMISE and eclipse datasets. Table 6 describes the Friedman's test analysis of inter release prediction for PROMISE datasets. It is evident from Table 5 and 6 with p−values of less than 0.5 indicating significant level.
We will discuss some research questions that were defined for our proposed work. RQ 1. Is ELM based ensemble model prediction more accurate than single predictor? It is evident from Table 2 , 3 and 4 that our proposed ensemble models show best prediction accuracy across all datasets in both cases, within project defect prediction and inter release prediction. The proposed ensemble models outperform as compared to single predictors in both prediction scenarios. RQ 2. How does differentiable activation function based ensemble model perform as compared to nondifferentiable activation function based ensemble model for prediction of number of faults ?
From Table 2 , 3 and 4, it is observed that there is no significant difference between two ensemble models in terms of prediction accuracy. The measure of completeness analysis of both ensemble models are mostly similar for both prediction scenarios. RQ 3. Can we use differentiable and nondifferentiable function as activation function in ELM to build ensemble model for prediction of number of faults?
Yes, we can use both differentiable and nondifferentiable function as activation functions in ELM to build ensemble models for prediction of number of faults. From Table 2 , 3 and 4, it is observed that both proposed ensemble models provide similar prediction accuracy in both prediction scenarios.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
In this section, we have described some possible threats that might affect our prediction results. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed linear homogeneous ensemble models using extreme learning machine for prediction of number of software faults. For better prediction accuracy, we have used two stage data preprocessing to preprocess the datasets, before training the software fault prediction models. Seventeen PRO-MISE datasets and five eclipse datasets have been used to validate the proposed ensemble model. We have used two types of activation functions, differentiable function and non-differentiable function, for extreme learning machine to build the ensemble model. From the experimental results and analysis, it is observed that ensemble using differentiable function based ELM as well as non-differentiable function based ELM outperform as compared to other methods across all datasets for both prediction scenarios within project defect prediction as well as inter release prediction. Overall, the proposed ensemble models have consistent prediction accuracy across all datasets for both prediction scenarios.
